ONLINE SERVICE REPERTOIRE SEARCH
MUSICAL WORKS
EXTENDED ACCESS
GEMA members have extended access to the repertoire search function. In order to use it, you need an account and
an activation. Here is how to do it: https://www.gema.de/setup_account

HOW DOES THE SEARCH QUERY WORK?
1. Enter the search terms
Please use:
 all letters of the German alphabet –
umlauts and ß are automatically converted into AE, OE, UE and SS


no diacritical marks, such as ( accents = É/È, cedille= Ç, tilde = Ñ)



There may be variations in spelling a title - e.g. a number can either be shown as a word for the numeral or in
digits.
Example: TAUSENDMAL BERUEHRT 1000 MAL IST NICHTS PASSIERT

Search for
 title, writer/publisher, CAE/IPI, CWR file
 this search criterion can be combined with a search criterion from line 2 ("AND")
 performing artist, ISWC, agreement number/schedule number, publisher work code, work/work version code
and work code
 not combinable with search criteria from line 2 ("AND")
 Search criteria line 2: CAE/IPI, writer/publisher, performing artist and Register Status and Publisher is
 When searching with a publisher IPI, the search can be combined with line 2 "publisher is - original
publisher" or "publisher is - sub-publisher" resp. Register Status
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1.1. Search options

ONLINE SERVICE REPERTOIRE SEARCH
MUSICAL WORKS
Search settings
 Starts with  First part of the title (minimum of 5 letters)
Example: You are searching for ATEMLOS and obtain the title ATEMLOS DURCH DIE NACHT.
 Exact  entire title
Example: You are searching for ATEMLOS and do not obtain the title ATEMLOS DURCH DIE NACHT.
 Contains  parts of the title (minimum of 5 letters)
Example: You are searching DURCH DIE NACHT and thus also obtain ATEMLOS DURCH DIE NACHT.

WHICH DETAILS FOR THE SEARCHED WORK ARE DISPLAYED?
2. Result display

2.1. Basic display
 Title of Version/Alternate Title, Duration, ISWC, GEMA work no., interested party (writer/publisher), CAE/IPI,
role (of interested party)
 For your own works: PR society and shares (PR = performing rights) and VR society and shares (VR = mechanical rights) for Germany. These details are not visible for third party works.
 contact data of the GEMA original publishers or GEMA sub-publishers  please click on the role highlighted
in red and the address data opens
2.2. Enhanced display  opens by clicking on the work title
 Information from basic display plus Chain of Title, agreement no., schedule no., leading publisher, artists, further/alternate titles (example: beginning of the lyrics), Register Status or Register Status with additional information: "Rightsholder information subject to final clarification", instrumentation, respective copyright
protection term (Co-written musical work), Work Code with Version, First Load, Last Update, ISRC, Publisher
Work Codes, Society Work Codes, Version Type, Arrangement of Music, Adaption of Lyric
 The enhanced display can be printed as a pdf
2.3. Summarized
 By ticking the box next to the search query, a short version of the results is shown.
 Details: Title of the Version/Alternate Title, Duration, ISWC, GEMA work no., interested party (writer/publisher)
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HOW DO I CREATE A LIST OF MY WORKS?
3. Export

By clicking on the "Export" button, the results can be saved in one of the available formats. Exports in CWR format are
stored in the File download section of the service for 30 days. If the data is ready for download, you will be notified
via e-mail.
Further options are available so you can narrow the export down on an individual basis. It is important that the pdf
parameters "Detail pages" (only own works) are ticked for the pdf format in order to display and export the shares.

GLOSSARY OF SEARCH TERMS
Agreement number/schedule
number

Work list identifier of a sub-publishing agreement for Germany. The search result contains all works that belong to this sub-publishing agreement.

CAE/IPI

Internationally recognised and unique name identifier for writers or publishers

CWR file

Common Works Registration (format for work registrations made by publishers)
Enter file number of registering publisher.

ISWC

International Standard Work Code - internationally recognised number for musical works. Each version of a work has its own ISWC.

Performing artist

Artist, Performer (singer/band) - optional information for a work version or a
work. Shown in the enhanced display.

Publisher work code

Work number used internally by publishers (PWC)

Register Status

1 = this work version has been registered and is distributable
2 = this work version has been registered and is not yet distributable

Work code

GEMA work number without work version. All work versions relating to this
number are displayed.

Work / work version code

GEMA work number including details on the work version. Only this work version
is displayed.
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